We had never heard of embryo adoption before, but we had also never been surer about
how we would start our family; we would adopt embryos! We knew I could carry a
pregnancy and were so excited by the idea of still getting to share in that experience as
husband and wife while working towards growing our family. But, we were also getting
to adopt, which was something that had also been on our hearts for years.
We submitted our application and all paperwork in November of 2018; received word of
a match by the end of the same month; and by April of 2019 our adopted embryos had
arrived at my specialists ready for us to complete a transfer with. We completed a
transfer on April 16, 2019 off of an non medicated cycle, and started getting positive
pregnancy tests just six days after our transfer. We were elated! With a due date of
January 2nd, 2020, we knew that this upcoming holiday season would be super special
for us and our families with this baby being the first grandchild on either side of my
husband’s or mine’s families. We found out at 21 weeks we are expecting a baby boy, and
cannot wait to have him joining us in just about two months!
Embryo adoption and Embryo Adoption Services of Cedar Park matched and connected
us with a spectacular donor family who is so much like my husband and I in numerous
ways. This is further proof to us, and a testament of, God’s plan for our growing family
and bringing our son into the world. We are prayerful for a continued healthy pregnancy
and safe arrival of our baby boy. We feel incredibly blessed and thankful to be expecting
our greatest gift and snowflake baby this winter. God is so good! Jenna & Jonathan

